









































































































































































































































































































































































A Research about Practices of Presentation Type Active Learning
Yuichiro YAMASHITA*, Taira NAKAJIMA**
ABSTRACT
* faculty of education, Tohoku Fukushi University
　**Graduate School of Educational Informatics, Tohoku University
Pair thinking methods are ordinarily performed in elementary schools of Japan. In the pair thinking methods each 
student expresses opinions they have. The pair thinking methods is one of active learnings. So, pair thinking methods 
can be reinforced to add presentation skills training methods. Authors named the new pair thinking methods as 
presentation type active learning. Students can learn more subjectively and cooperant in this methods but the effects of 
the new methods was never performed. Thus, a purpose of this research is that authors tried the presentation type active 
learning. So, four students who want to be a teachers practiced this presentation type active learning. And the authors 
analyzed obtained vide movies and questionnaire in this practice. As the result of the video movies, the authors thought 
that the students learned subjectively. But it is hard that students thought the quizzes when students don't know answers 
of the quizzes. In addition, it was also hard that students explain their thinking flows of quizzes.
Authors thought independent more learning might be obtained.
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